Abstract-One of the most successful algorithms that bring realism to the world of three-dimensional (3-D) image generation is the Phong shading. With the continuous improvement in VLSI technology and the demand for higher realism, this algorithm is a menable to the commercially available hardware implementation for real-time rendering in 3-D graphics. Taylor series approximation is appropriate for the hardware implementation of fast Phong shading. However, in this method, the exponentiation of the cosine term requires a very large ROM table. This paper describes the minimization of this overhead in terms of hardware size by proposing an adaptive-compressed nonuniform quantization method. With this method, the ROM table is reduced to 1/64th of the size required for a uniform quantization method while the picture quality is maintained. Due to the reduced ROM table size, the size of the total hardware required for fast Phong shading is minimized to 1/56th of the original size.
I. INTRODUCTION
O NE of the most successful algorithms that bring realism to the world of three-dimensional (3-D) image generation is Phong shading. The level of realism that can be obtained by Phong shading is attractive for 3-D applications, but Gouraud shading has typically been used instead because its per-pixel computation and hardware costs are less expensive. Gouraud shading has been regarded as a standard shading method for real-time rendering. However, with continuous improvement in VLSI technology and the demand for higher realism, Phong shading is amenable to the commercially available hardware implementation for real-time rendering in 3-D graphics. The other algorithms, ray tracing and radiosity related to the global illumination, generate the better quality of the picture than Phong shading. However, the computation and hardware costs of these are so huge that these are not amenable to the commercially available hardware implementation for real-time rendering yet.
Over the past few decades, many attempts have been made to reduce the per-pixel computation and hardware costs of Phong shading [4] , [7] . Two typical algorithms that have been introduced are: Taylor series approximation [3] and angular interpolation [5] . Bishop and Weimar proposed a Taylor series approximation for an inner product of two vectors. Forward differencing of the quadratic polynomial for a dot product of two vectors fits quite well and reduces the computation processing to five additions and one memory access for exponentiation for each pixel. Exponentiation of the inner product of the two vectors is done based on a lookup table, which leads to the need for larger hardware size.
As the angular interpolation algorithm interpolates angles instead of vectors, this method has the advantage that the vector length remains unchanged during the interpolation compared with vector interpolation. While this approach suggested by Clausen interpolates polar angles [4] , Kuijk and Blake expanded this principle to angular interpolation on great circles [5] . However, as the resulting expressions are based on the scanline and are rather complicated, this algorithm is inappropriate for hardware implementation in the majority of 3-D graphic accelerator that are based on the polygon.
Several solutions to reduce the cost of the exponentiation at the specular term have been proposed. One solution is for exponentiation to be carried out by table lookup to improve the speed. But, this method has the disadvantage that a large memory is required to support a broad range of exponents. A second solution is the exponentiation to be carried out by an approximate piecewise quadratic function at angular interpolation as proposed by Kuijk and Blake [5] . A combination of three successive quadratic curves closely fits the shape of the exponentiation. But, as this quadratic function acts directly on the angle and not on its cosine, a call to arc cosine that is almost as expensive as an exponentiation is needed. In a third solution, exponentiation is done by the Taylor or Chebyshev approximation that replaces the exponentiation with a polynomial. This approximation fits well for small exponent values but as the exponent increases, a high degree polynomial that involves many multiplications is soon required to maintain a good fit [10] . In a fourth solution, exponentiation is expressed as a rational formula. This approximation proposed by Schlick is good enough for many cases. But the division is usually a relatively expensive and time-consuming operation [6] . In a fifth solution, exponentiation is expressed as the shape function that defines the shape of the exponential function in terms of the squared length of a chord between two vectors times half the exponent [11] . This approximation proposed by Lyon is poor for very small exponent but good enough for many cases. The hardware cost of implementing the exponentiation is significantly cheap. But, two vectors of the shape function are to be linearly interpolated and normalized. Although an approximate normalization method is proposed, both computation cost and hardware cost are significantly more expensive than the Taylor series approximation of Bishop and Weimar that requires only two additions before exponentiation is performed.
Therefore, in this paper, for the performance enhancement, we present a method for the hardware implementation of the The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section II, an introduction to illumination, shading, and Taylor series approximation are presented. A basic description of the fast Phong shader's architecture, which is based on the scanline, is presented in Section III. The minimization of a large lookup table size through the proposed adaptive-compressed nonuniform quantization method is described in Section IV. In Section V, the reduced hardware size of a fast Phong shader by the minimization of the lookup table described above, chip implementation, and the test results are presented. In Section VI, a summary of the minimization of the lookup table and chip implementation of a fast Phong shader is presented. In Section VII, future works are presented.
II. BASIC FUNDAMENTALS

A. Illumination Models
An illumination model [2] is defined as a model for determining the radiant intensity at a given point in space. For a single light source, it can be formulated as follows: (1) This formula states that the intensity at a certain point depends on the reflectance of the object ( , and are ambient, diffuse, and specular reflectance, respectively), on the intensities of the light source , and on some vectors. denotes the unit normal vector to the surface. denotes the unit light source vector, and is the unit halfway vector indicating the direction of the maximum highlight. Another object-dependent feature is expressed by the glossiness which ranges from one to infinity. Most shiny surfaces are modeled with at 100 or more. The first term in (1) is the ambient light component from the source that has been scattered so much by the environment. The second term is due to Lambert's law, which describes the diffuse reflection of incident light. The third term is an empirical term that has been added by Phong to simulate the specular reflection of light [8] , [9] .
B. Shading Algorithms
A shading algorithm is a procedure for applying an illumination model to determine pixel intensity at a given point. Most shading algorithms have been developed based on the interpolation technique (GOURAUD [1] and PHONG [2] shading algorithms). As their complexity grows linearly with the increase in the number of pixels in a frame, these algorithms are suitable for real-time applications. The basis for both algorithms is a planar polygonal approximation of objects. Often, these polygons are restricted to triangles. Since these approximate objects must have a smooth appearance, some value has to be interpolated linearly. For Gouraud shading this value is the color value which has to be computed at the vertices of the polygon, whereas Phong shading interpolates normal, light, and halfway vectors across the polygon. In this case, the illumination model needs to be subsequently evaluated for every pixel, which induces high computation costs. Visual comparison of both algorithms shows that the Phong shading algorithm delivers higher picture quality in most cases since the Gouraud shading algorithm misses the highlights.
C. Taylor Series Approximation
An algorithm that was proposed by Bishop and Weimar [3] approximates an inner product of two vectors to a quadratic Taylor series and is called Fast Phong shading. This algorithm reduces the computation and hardware costs and still generates sufficient quality picture.
For Phong shading, of the specular term can be formulated as (2) where represents the approximate nonunit length normal vector that is linearly interpolated from the true surface normal vectors specified at the vertices.
are chosen to interpolate the surface normal vector across the polygon.
represents the nonunit length halfway vector between the light source vector and viewer vector.
For Fast Phong shading, (2) is approximated to a quadratic Taylor series as follows: (3) Using this expansion and forward differences, the dot product of the two vectors can be evaluated with only two additions per pixel. For exponentiation the table lookup is used. This table lookup method requires a large memory to support a broad range of exponents. That is, the ROM table size is not feasible for hardware implementation. Therefore, the minimization of the ROM table size is performed to implement as a real hardware.
III. HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE
Visual comparison shows that the Gouraud shading algorithm is favored in ambient and diffusion terms and misses only those highlights in the edges and internal areas of the polygon [7] , [9] . Therefore, the computation and hardware costs can be reduced while maintaining visual quality by interpolating the color values for ambient and diffusion terms and the vectors for the specular term.
For hardware implementation of the specular term by Taylor series approximation, fast Phong shading is implemented in a three stage-pipelined architecture on the basis of the scanline. This consists of a quadratic interpolator (the first stage) for a Taylor series approximation of , a table lookup (the second stage) for exponentiation of , that is, , and three multipliers (the third stage) that calculate for RGB color values. Fig. 1 shows this three stage-pipelined architecture on the basis of the scanline of fast Phong shading.
A. Quadratic Interpolator
A quadratic interpolator consists of two cascaded linear interpolators. A linear interpolator consists of an adder, a multiplexor, and a register. The first linear interpolator interpolates a first-order derivative of using a second-order derivative that is constant. The second interpolates using the first-order derivative that was interpolated by the first linear interpolator in the previous cycle. In this way, quadratic interpolation is performed in one cycle.
It can be formulated as
with at initial -value, of the scanline whose -value is fixed. In the hardware implementation of the term calculation, the bit fields of the value consist of one sign bit, one overflow bit, effective-value bits, and interpolation-error compensatory bits. The bit length of effective-value bits is determined by the quantization method that we choose. It will be described in Section IV in some detail. The interpolation-error compensatory bits are introduced to remove errors due to the quadratic interpolation. Twenty compensatory bits are used in our implementation where we assumed the largest polygon is bounded by a -pixel region. Fig. 2(a) shows the quadratic interpolator. The signal "sel" selects either an initial value that is loaded once at first, or a feedback value. The signal "qld" is the load control signal of the registers. Fig. 2(b) represents the bit components of a quadratic interpolator. The terms " " and " " represent the sign bit and the overflow bit, respectively. 
B. Table Lookup
As we noted in the previous section, a table lookup method is used for the calculation of the exponentiation of the value, that is, . Theoretically, can range from one to infinity. However, it is inevitable to limit the range of the value in the practical hardware implementation. In our implementation, an 8-bit value is used for the representation of the value, i.e., it can be ranged 1 to 256. It is quite enough to represent practical highlights. Fig. 3 shows the block diagram of the exponentiation calculation module by a table lookup method. The module consists of an address generator and a ROM lookup table. The address generator produces the read address of the ROM from the value and the input value. The ROM holds the precalculated values.
C. Multipliers
The final color value takes an integer that ranges from 0 to 255.
takes a rational value that ranges from 0 to 255 , and takes a fraction that ranges from 0 to 1. Furthermore, the graphics API standards as OpenGL or Direct3D do not certainly define the bit length of the shader. Therefore, it is assumed that is expressed as an unsigned 8-bit integer and is expressed as an upper 8-bit value of the fractional part. From this assumption, the error value of the final color value takes an integer that ranges from 0 to 2. This hardly degrades the quality of the picture. Therefore, three bit multipliers are used for the RGB channels. An upper 8-bit value of 16-bits product of each multiplier output becomes the resultant color value.
IV. MINIMIZATION OF A ROM TABLE
The large size of the ROM lookup table makes the hardware implementation of Taylor series approximation as a fast Phong shader expensive in terms of hardware cost. In this section, a new quantization method that minimizes this ROM table is described.
A. Definition of Quality of the Picture (QOP)
Quality of the picture (QOP) is defined as the ratio of quantization error values to color values. QOP represents the degree of loss of quality of the approximation by quantization.
It can be formulated as follows:
with color color color error error error color color
For quantization of color Quantization Color
QOP implies the degree of quality loss of a picture that quantization induces. Therefore, a smaller QOP implies a better quality of picture.
Abrupt color intensity changes at certain regions trigger the human visual system into perceiving the region as a distinct band that is called the mach band because the human visual system is apt to detect and enhance edges of the first derivative of intensity. The abrupt change of color intensity is induced by improper quantization. Therefore, observation of the quality of picture at quantization can be performed by observing mach bands.
Through the experiments which comprise the generation and observation of test scenes at various QOPs, the visual artifacts are reduced considerably if QOP is less than about 0.04%. Fig. 4 shows pictures with QOP. Fig. 4(a) shows the original picture. Fig. 4(b) shows the picture using ROM table lookup with QOP greater than 0.04%. Fig. 4(c) shows the picture using ROM table lookup with QOP less than 0.04%. The mach bands are severely observed in Fig. 4(b) but are reduced considerably in Fig. 4(c) .
B. Quantization of
The derivative of the specular term with respect to can be formulated as follows:
with Specular This formula shows that the derivative of the specular term with respect to is dependent on and . First, 
<0.04%).
assuming a fixed , the larger is, the larger the derivative of the specular term with respect to is. Second, as becomes larger, the derivative of the specular term with respect to increases considerably when is in a range close to one. Third, as becomes larger still, the derivative of the specular term with respect to gets rapidly smaller as decreases, finally becoming zero in most ranges of except values close to one. This is consistent with the fact that the greater is, the broader the range of in which the specular term is zero is [ Fig. 5(b) ]. Fig. 5(a) shows the three above observations of derivative of the specular term with respect to . From the first observation of the above formula, it is thought that proposing a nonuniform quantization method that quantizes more compactly as grows larger will reduce the quantization error. At each , this nonuniform quantization method reduces the ROM lookup table size by about a half compared with the uniform quantization method with respect to the same QOP [ Fig. 6 ]. Table I represents how the quantization is performed nonuniformly. In Table I , Q.R. and Q.I. represent the quantization range and quantization interval, respectively. Fig. 6 shows the QOPs of the uniform and nonuniform quantization methods of . The number of quantization levels that is determined by QOP is represented by a multiple of 2, i.e., for the hardware implementation simplicity. Therefore, in Fig. 6 , means that the number of quantization levels is . In this case the ROM lookup table size is bits at each . From the second and third observations of the above formula, as becomes larger, a quantization method that performs quantization more compactly and only within the smaller range of in which the specular term is not zero is proposed. This quantization method, named as adaptive-compressed quantization, reduces quantization error due to a more compact quantization with the larger . This method has the advantage that, in spite of more compact quantization, the ROM lookup table size is not increased because the smaller quantization range counterbalances the effect of the more compact quantiza- For a QOP of 0.04%, while the uniform quantization method makes the ROM table size bits at each , the adaptive-compressed nonuniform quantization method makes the ROM table size bits at each . Therefore, the ROM lookup table size is minimized to about 1/32 compared with the uniform quantization method with respect to QOP by the proposed adaptive-compressed nonuniform quantization method. Table II represents how the quantization range and  interval of are changed adaptively as varies. In Table II the quantization range consists of Parts I, II, and III. Table II , the most compact quantization interval, termed MCQ.I., is . MCQ.I. determines the bit length of effective-value bits of a quadratic interpolator. Fig. 7 shows QOPs of several quantization methods and their ROM lookup table sizes.
C. Quantization of
From the derivative of the specular term with respect to , it is known that the smaller is, the larger the absolute derivative of the specular term with respect to is Fig. 8 . Therefore, it can be seen that proposing a nonuniform quantization method that quantizes smaller values of more compactly reduces the quantization error. This nonuniform quantization method of not only reduces the ROM lookup table size to about a half compared with the uniform quantization method where the quantization interval is one but also induces a better QOP. Table III shows how the quantization is performed nonuniformly. Fig. 9 shows 
V. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION
A. Comparison in Terms of Hardware Size
For a QOP of 0.04%, the ROM lookup table size of the uniform quantization method is 8M bits. The adaptive-compressed nonuniform quantization method makes this ROM lookup table size 128K bits. That is, it reduces it to about 1/64. The bit length of effective-value bits is 12 bits with the uniform quantization method and 13 bits with the adaptive-compressed nonuniform quantization method because MCQ.I. is when using the former and when using the latter. Therefore, the difference of the bit length of effective-value bits (the effective bit length) of a quadratic interpolator for the two quanti- zation methods is 1 bit. The address generator which is needed in an adaptive-compressed nonuniform quantization method is six times as large as the address generator which is needed in a uniform quantization method. But, the address generator occupies a small part of the total hardware size. Therefore, the adaptive-compressed nonuniform quantization method reduces the effect of the total hardware size of a fast Phong shader to about 1/56. Table IV represents the comparison at each data-path component and total hardware architecture between the two quantization methods in terms of hardware size.
The hardware size is estimated by gate equivalents through the synthesis using a synthesis tool. The hardware size of a ROM table is estimated to be approximately equivalent to the hardware size of ROM cells because the regularity of ROM generally induces smaller areas than synthesized areas. The hardware size of a ROM table is calculated based on the assumption that a ROM cell is estimated to be one transistor. One transistor is equivalent to 0.25 gate equivalents.
B. Chip Implementation
A fast Phong shader is implemented into a chip by verilogcoding and by synthesizing the proposed architecture of a fast Phong shader. To speed up the clock rate, it is important to minimize clock skew and the large fan-out because clock skew causes a setup and hold time violation and the large fan-out limits the speed. Therefore, to minimize clock skew, a clock pad with four (large) buffer sizes is used and the clock signal from the clock pad is interconnected into the submodules directly. To minimize the large fan-out, buffering is performed at the submodules with large fan-outs. The ROM table is partially implemented because of the restriction of chip area.
The fast Phong shader chip was fabricated by single poly, double metal 0.8 m CMOS technology. Fig. 10 shows a photograph of the chip.
C. Performance Evaluation
Chip test and performance evaluation are performed using an IMS ATS2 tester. Fig. 11 represents a shmoo plot. The maximum operating frequency is about 87 MHz at 5-V power supply. With this operating frequency, the proposed fast Phong shader chip generates 87 M pixels of RGB color values per second. In this paper, we proposed an adaptive-compressed nonuniform quantization method which minimizes the ROM lookup table size to 1/64 of the conventional uniform quantization method. Due to the reduced ROM table size, the total hardware size of a fast Phong shader is minimized to 1/56. Therefore, using the proposed method, a cost-effective hardware implementation of the fast Phong shader based on Taylor series approximation can be achieved.
The proposed fast Phong shader is fabricated using a 0.8-m CMOS process. Through the chip design and tests, we are able to confirm that it is possible to achieve a cost-effective implementation of the Phong shader, which consumes less area than the other previous implementations. Currently, the test chip has a single pixel pipeline, and its maximum operating frequency is 87 MHz at the 5-V supply voltage. The peak pixel throughput is 87 M pixels/s.
The proposed adaptive-compressed nonuniform quantization method is applicable to the bump-mapped Phong shading. Bump mapping is an elegant algorithm to simulate wrinkled or dimpled surfaces without the need to model surface properties geometrically. This is done by perturbing the surface normal according to the bump normal given in a two-dimensional bump map. Bump-mapped Phong shading generates the final color value by calculating the illumination model that is mainly a function of the perturbed surface normal [12] . Therefore, the proposed adaptive-compressed nonuniform quantization method is applicable to the ROM table generation for exponentiation at the specular term in the illumination model. This will reduce the bump-mapped Phong shading hardware cost considerably. That is, the bump-mapped Phong shading is feasible for hardware implementation.
VII. FUTURE WORKS
The table lookup method improves the speed of exponentiation operation. The proposed adaptive-compressed nonuniform quantization method reduces the ROM lookup table size considerably. But the demerit of this method is prone to mach band. The next step will be to investigate the interpolation method from the ROM table values. And this is expected to eliminate the mach band without the ROM table size increase.
In general, a realism to the world of 3-D-image generation is brought by the combination of bump-mapped Phong shading and texture mapping. Another next step will be to investigate the integrated hardware architecture which combines the bump-mapped Phong shading that benefits the proposed adaptive-compressed nonuniform quantization method with the texture mapping.
